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MINIMAL RIESZ ENERGY ON BALANCED FRACTAL SETS
A. ANDERSON AND A. REZNIKOV
ABSTRACT. We investigate the asymptotic behavior of minimal N-point Riesz s-energy
on fractal sets of non-integer dimension, with algebraically dependent contraction ratios.
For s bigger than the dimension of the set A, we prove the asymptotic behavior of the
minimal N-point Riesz s-energy of A along explicit subsequences, but we show that the
general asymptotic behavior does not exist.
Keywords: Best-packing points, Cantor sets, Equilibrium configurations, Minimal discrete energy, Re-
newal theory, Riesz potentials
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the discrete Riesz s-energy problem on fractal sets, for s bigger than the dimension
of the set. Namely, we fix a compact set A⊂ Rp and for every s> 0 and every integer N > 2, define
Es(A,N) := inf
ωN
Es(ωN),
where the infimum is taken over all N-point sets ωN = {x1, . . . ,xN} ⊂ A, and
Es(ωN) := ∑
i6= j
|xi− x j|
−s, N = 2,3,4, . . .
We notice that since the kernel
Ks(x,y) := |x− y|
−s
is lower semi-continuous, the infimum is always attained.
When s→ ∞, the minimal s-energy problem converges (in the sense described in Theorem 3.1) to the
best-packing problem. Specifically, for a compact set A, we define
δ (A,N) := sup
ωN
min
i6= j
|xi− x j|,
where the supremum is taken over all N-point sets ωN ⊂ A. The problems of best-packing and minimal
energy are getting a lot of attention, see [7, 8, 21, 23, 24]. The methods to tackle these problems include
geometric measure theory and modular forms; in this paper, our main tool will be a result from probability
and ergodic theory.
The minimal energy problem originates from potential theory, where the continuous minimal energy
problem requires one to find a probability measure µ on A that minimizes
(1) Is(A) := inf
µ
∫
Ks(x,y)dµ(x)dµ(y).
This problem is non-trivial if Is(A)< ∞, which means that s is smaller than the Hausdorff dimension of A.
In the case when s is bigger than the Hausdorff dimension of A, we have Is(A) = ∞; however, if A is an
infinite set, Es(A,N) is finite for every N > 2. Therefore, in this case the minimal discrete energy problem
is still non-trivial.
In general, asymptotics of the minimal discrete energy arising from pairwise interaction has been the
subject of a number of studies [5,9,14,15]; it has also been considered for random point configurations [6]
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and in the context of random processes [1, 2]. The point configurations that minimize the discrete energy
find many applications, in particular, to numerical integration.
When the set A has certain smoothness (e.g. when A is a smooth d-dimensional manifold), then it is
known, [15], that for s> d the following limit exists:
(2) lim
N→∞
Es(A,N)
N1+s/d
.
On the other hand, it was proved in [3] and more explicitly in [22] that if A is the classical 1/3-Cantor set,
then the limit (2) does not exist. It was also proved in [22] that for the 1/3-Cantor set, the limit exists along
subsequences
Nℓ := {ℓ ·2
n,n ∈ N}
for any fixed positive integer ℓ.
Fractal sets are known to be an important class of sets in geometry and analysis, as they model porous
sets. Fractals are also important because they generally lack any rectifiability and, therefore, are good
examples of non-smooth sets. Below we define the class of fractals we will be working with.
A pair of sets A1,A2 will be called metrically separated if |x− y| ≥ σ > 0 whenever x ∈ A1 and y ∈ A2.
Recall that a similitude ψ :Rp →Rp can be written as
ψ(x) = rO(x)+ z
for an orthogonal matrix O ∈ O(p), a vector z ∈ Rp, and a contraction ratio 0 < r < 1. The following
definition can be found in [16].
Definition 1.1. A compact set A ⊂ Rp is called a self-similar fractal with similitudes {ψm}
M
m=1 with con-
traction ratios rm, 1≤ m≤M if
A=
M⋃
m=1
ψm(A),
where the union is disjoint.
We say that A satisfies the open set condition if there exists a bounded open set V ⊂ Rp such that
M⋃
m=1
ψm(V )⊂V,
where the sets in the union are disjoint.
For a self-similar fractal A, it is known [11,20] that its Hausdorff dimension dimH A= d where d is such
that
(3)
M
∑
m=1
rdm = 1.
It will further be used that if A is a self-similar fractal satisfying the open set condition, then A is d-regular;
meaning,
(4) c−1rd ≤Hd(A∩B(x,r))≤ cr
d ,
where B(x,r) is an open ball centered at x with radius r and Hd is the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure in
R
p.
2. BEST PACKING ON FRACTAL SETS
Lalley [18, 19] developed a method to tackle the best-packing problem on fractal sets. This method is
based on the renewal theorem that heavily uses probability theory and ergodic theory. To proceed, we need
the following definition.
Definition 2.1. We call the numbers {rm}Mm=1 independent if the set
{k1 logr1+ . . .+ kM logrM : k1, . . . ,kM ∈ Z}
is dense in R. If this condition is not satisfied; i.e., if for some h> 0 we have
{k1 logr1+ . . .+ kM logrM : k1, . . . ,kM ∈ Z}= hZ,
then we call the numbers {rm}Mm=1 dependent.
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In [18], Lalley applied his methods from [19] to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let A⊂Rp be a fractal set of Hausdorff dimension d. If the similitudes {ψm}
M
m=1 that define
A have independent contraction ratios {rm}
M
m=1, then the limit
lim
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d
exists.
To prove this theorem, Lalley used a continuous version of the renewal theorem (see [13, p. 363]). One
advantage of our proof is that we will use the discrete version of this theorem stated below.
Theorem 2.3 (see section XIII.11 in [12] and [17]). Let {bn}∞n=0 and { fn}
∞
n=0 be two sequence of non-
negative numbers. Moreover, assume
∞
∑
n=0
fn = 1, and
∞
∑
n=0
|bn|< ∞,
and the set {n : fn > 0} is not a subset of a proper additive subgroup of Z. If a sequence {zn}∞n=0 satisfies
the renewal equation
zn = bn+
n
∑
k=0
fkzn−k
for every n> 0, then the limit
lim
n→∞
zn
exists.
Lalley also proved that if the similitudes are dependent, then the limit in Theorem 2.2 exists along
certain subsequences; however, he did not prove that for dependent similitudes the general limit does not
exist. In [3] it was proved that if r1 = r2 = . . .= rM , then the limit does not exist; in this paper, we prove the
general theorem that the limit cannot exist if the similitudes that define A are dependent. We also present
an example (Example 4.3) of a fractal set with dependent (but not equal) contraction ratios for which we
compute the best-packing constant δ (A,N) for every N > 2.
3. RELATION BETWEEN MINIMAL ENERGY AND BEST-PACKING
In this section we show how the discrete Riesz s-energy problem is related to the best-packing problem.
We begin with the notation from [3]. Fix a number d > 0; then, for a compact set A and number s > 0,
denote
g
s
(A) := liminf
N→∞
Es(A,N)
N1+s/d
, gs(A) := limsup
N→∞
Es(A,N)
N1+s/d
(5)
g
∞
(A) := liminf
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d , g∞(A) := limsup
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d .(6)
The following theorem shows that the best-packing problem can be viewed as the minimal Riesz s-energy
problem for s= ∞.
Theorem 3.1 (Proposition 3.1 in [3]). Let A⊂ Rp be an infinite compact set, and d 6 p. Then
lim
s→∞
gs(A)
1/s =
1
g
∞
(A)
, lim
s→∞
g
s
(A)1/s =
1
g∞(A)
.
As a simple corollary, we state the following fact that will be important for us. We leave its proof as an
easy exercise for the reader.
Corollary 3.2. Let A⊂ Rp be a compact set, and 0< d 6 p. If the limit
lim
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d
does not exist, then, for sufficiently large s, the limit
lim
N→∞
Es(A,N)
N1+s/d
also does not exist.
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4. MAIN RESULTS
We state our two main results in this section. The first result shows that, for a fractal set with dependent
similitudes, the minimal discrete energy has asymptotics along certain natural subsequences.
Theorem 4.1. Let A⊂Rp be a fractal set defined by similitudes {ψm}
M
m=1 with contraction ratios {rm}
M
m=1.
Assume rk = r
ik for some r ∈ (0,1) and positive integers {ik}Mk=1 that have no common factor. Let d be the
Hausdorff dimension of A, and for every ℓ ∈ N denote Nℓ := {⌊ℓ · r−nd⌋ : n ∈ N}. Then, for s > d, the
following limit exists:
lim
N∈Nℓ
Es(A,N)
N1+s/d
.
It is natural to ask if this theorem is sharp. Our next result shows that it is; i.e., if the similitudes that
define A are dependent, then the general limit as N → ∞ does not exist. In particular, this result shows that
Lalley’s assumption from Theorem 2.2 is necessary and sufficient for the best-packing problem.
Theorem 4.2. Let A⊂Rp be a fractal set defined by similitudes {ψm}
M
m=1 with contraction ratios {rm}
M
m=1.
Assume rk = r
ik for some r ∈ (0,1) and positive integers {ik}Mk=1. Then the limit
lim
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d
does not exist (as always, d denotes the Hausdorff dimension of A). Therefore, for sufficiently large s, the
limit
lim
N→∞
Es(A,N)
N1+s/d
does not exist.
Example 4.3. Take the set A defined by similitudes
ψ1(x) = x/4, ψ2(x) = x/2+ 1/2
acting on [0,1]. Let Fn be the n’th Fibonacci number such that F1 = F2 = 1, and Fn = Fn−1+Fn−2 for n> 3.
For n> 3, we can prove that
δ (A,Fn) = 2
3−n.
Moreover, for every integer N ∈ (Fn−1,Fn] we have
δ (A,N) = 23−n,
and so the limit
lim
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d
does not exist. We will carry out the details in Section 7.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1
To prove Theorem 4.1, we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a fractal set defined by similitudes {ψm}
M
m=1 with contraction ratios {rm}
M
m=1. There
exists a constant C > 0 such that for any positive integers N1, . . . ,NM we have
Es(A,N1+ · · ·+NM)6
M
∑
m=1
r−sm Es(A,Nm)+C(N1+ · · ·+NM)
2.
Proof. For every m, let ω˜Nm be a configuration optimal for Es(A,Nm). Define ωNm := ψm(ω˜Nm), and set
N := N1+ · · ·+Nm, and ωN := ωN1 ∪·· ·∪ωNm .
We recall that the sets ψm(A) are disjoint, thus #ωN = N, and
Es(A,N)6 Es(ωN).
Notice that
Es(ωN) = ∑
i6= j
1
|xi− x j|s
=
M
∑
m=1
∑
i 6= j
xi,x j∈ωNm
1
|xi− x j|s
+ ∑
m,m′=1...M
m6=m′
∑
xi∈ωNm
x j∈ωN
m′
1
|xi− x j|s
=: I+ II.
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We start with the first sum (denoted by I). Since xi,x j ∈ ωNm , there exist x˜i, x˜ j ∈ ω˜Nm such that xi = ψm(x˜i)
and x j = ψm(x˜ j). Therefore,
|xi− x j|= |ψm(x˜i)−ψm(x˜ j)|= rm|x˜i− x˜ j|,
and for a fixed m we have
∑
i 6= j
xi,x j∈ωNm
1
|xi− x j|s
= r−sm ∑
i 6= j
x˜i,x˜ j∈ω˜Nm
1
|x˜i− x˜ j|s
= r−sm Es(ω˜Nm) = r
−s
m Es(A,Nm).
This implies
I =
M
∑
m=1
r−sm Es(A,Nm),
and to complete the proof we need to show the estimate
II 6CN2.
Indeed, since the sets Am = ψm(A) are disjoint and compact, there exists a σ > 0 such that, if x ∈ Am and
y ∈ Am′ (for m 6= m
′), then |x− y|> σ . Therefore,
II 6 σ−s ∑
m,m′=1...M
m6=m′
Nm ·Nm′ 6CN
2,
since Nm 6 N for every m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. 
Corollary 5.2. Let A be a fractal set defined by similitudes {ψm}
M
m=1 with contraction ratios {rm}
M
m=1. Let
d be the Hausdorff dimension of A, and s > d. There exists a positive number C such that for every N > 2
we have
(7) Es(A,N)6
M
∑
m=1
r−sm Es(A,⌊r
d
mN⌋)+C(N
2+Ns/d).
Proof. Recall that, the Hausdorff dimension d is defined by the equality
M
∑
m=1
rdm = 1.
Set Nm := ⌊rdmN⌋+ 1. Then Nm > r
d
mN, thus
N =
M
∑
m=1
rdmN 6
M
∑
m=1
Nm.
Therefore, Lemma 5.1 implies
(8) Es(A,N)6 Es(A,N1+ · · ·+NM)6
M
∑
m=1
r−sm Es(A,Nm)+C1(N1+ · · ·+NM)
2.
First note that
M
∑
m=1
Nm 6 N+M 6 N ·M,
thus
(9) C1(N1+ · · ·+NM)
2
6C2N
2.
Furthermore,
Es(A,Nm) = Es(A,⌊r
d
mN⌋+ 1).
Let ω⌊rdmN⌋ be a configuration optimal for Es(A,⌊r
d
mN⌋). Take any y ∈ A and denote
ω⌊rdmN⌋+1 := ω⌊rdmN⌋ ∪{y}.
Then
Es(A,⌊r
d
mN⌋+1)6 Es(ω⌊rdmN⌋+1) = Es(ω⌊rdmN⌋)+2 ∑
x∈ω
⌊rdmN⌋
1
|x− y|−s
= Es(A,⌊r
d
mN⌋)+2 ∑
x∈ω
⌊rdmN⌋
1
|x− y|−s
.
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Since this is true for any y ∈ A, we obtain
(10) Es(A,⌊r
d
mN⌋+ 1)6 Es(A,⌊r
d
mN⌋)+ 2 inf
y∈A
∑
x∈ω
⌊rdmN⌋
1
|x− y|−s
.
It follows from d-regularity of A (see equation (4)) that
(11) 2 inf
y∈A
∑
x∈ω
⌊rdmN⌋
1
|x− y|−s
6CNs/d .
For the complete proof of this one can look, for example, in [10]. To finish the proof we plug the estimates
(9), (10), (11) into (8). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Denote
zn := r
n(s+d) ·Es(A,⌊ℓr
−nd⌋).
Our goal is to prove that the limit of zn, as n→ ∞, exists. We first note that since the set A is d-regular
(see (4)), we have zn 6 C1 for some constant C1 that does not depend on n. This follows, for example,
from [10], and can also be found in [4].
Since ℓ is fixed, from (7) we obtain (forC dependent on ℓ, but not on n)
Es(A,⌊ℓr
−nd⌋)6
M
∑
m=1
r−sm Es(A,⌊ℓr
d
mr
−nd⌋)+C(r−2nd+r−ns)=
M
∑
m=1
r−imsEs(A,⌊ℓr
(im−n)d⌋)+C(r−2nd+r−ns).
Multiplying both sides by rn(s+d), we get
zn 6
M
∑
m=1
rdmzn−im +C(r
n(s−d)+ rnd).
We further denote fim := r
d
m, and f j = 0 if j 6∈ {im}
M
m=1. As in the Theorem 2.3, set
bn := zn−
n
∑
k=0
fkzn−k.
To apply Theorem 2.3 we need to show that the series ∑ |bn| converges. We can obviously start with
n>max(im), so
(12) bn 6C(r
n(s−d)+ rnd).
We now utilize the telescopic nature of the partial sum ∑Ln=0 bn. Indeed, we first compute for any L> 0:
(13)
L
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
fkzn−k =
L
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
fn−kzk =
L
∑
k=0
L
∑
n=k
fn−kzk =
L
∑
k=0
(
zk
L
∑
n=k
fn−k
)
=
L
∑
k=0
(
zk
L−k
∑
n=0
fn
)
.
Notice that when L− k>max(im), we have
L−k
∑
n=0
fn = 1.
Therefore,
L
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
fkzn−k =
L
∑
k=0
(
zk
L−k
∑
n=0
fn
)
=
L−max(im)
∑
k=0
zk+
L
∑
k=L−max(im)+1
(
zk
L−k
∑
n=0
fn
)
.
We finally plug this into the following formula:
L
∑
n=0
bn =
L
∑
n=0
zn−
L
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
fkzn−k =
L
∑
k=L−max(im)+1
(
zk ·
(
1−
L−k
∑
n=0
fn
))
=
L
∑
k=L−max(im)+1
(
zk ·
max(im)
∑
n=L−k+1
fn
)
.
Recall that in the beginning of the proof we observed that zk 6C1 for someC1 > 0 that does not depend on
k; moreover, since the number of terms in the outer sum does not depend on L, we get
(14)
∣∣∣∣∣ L∑
n=0
bn
∣∣∣∣∣6C2.
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Denote b+n =max(bn,0) and b
−
n =max(−bn,0). The estimate (12) implies
∞
∑
n=0
b+n < ∞,
and this together with (14) implies
∞
∑
n=0
b−n < ∞,
since otherwise we would have
L
∑
n=0
bn =
L
∑
n=0
b+n −
L
∑
n=0
b−n →−∞, as L→ ∞.
Therefore,
∞
∑
n=0
|bn|< ∞,
which completes the proof. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2
We now prove Theorem 4.2; i.e., the non-existence of the limit for dependent contraction ratios. Recall
that we want to prove that the limit
lim
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d
does not exist. To do so, we define the distribution function of δ (A,N); namely, set
(15) N(t) :=max{N : δ (A,N) > t}.
The following proposition proves Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 6.1. Let A be as in Theorem 4.2 and set Rn := N(rn). Then, for some C < 1 and sufficiently large
n, we have
δ (A,Rn+ 1)6Cr
n.
We first show how this lemma implies the main result
Proof of Theorem 4.2. It is clear that Rn → ∞ as n→ ∞. Since δ (A,Rn)> rn, we have
limsup
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d > limsup
n→∞
rnR
1/d
n .
On the other hand,
liminf
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d 6 liminf
n→∞
δ (A,Rn+ 1)(Rn+ 1)
1/d
6C liminf
n→∞
rn(Rn+ 1)
1/d
6C limsup
n→∞
rnR
1/d
n ,
where in the last estimate we used that Rn → ∞, and so (Rn+1)/Rn → 1 as n→ ∞. SinceC < 1, we obtain
liminf
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d < limsup
N→∞
δ (A,N)N1/d ,
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Recall that the sets Am =ψm(A) are disjoint and compact, so there exists a σ > 0 such
that, if x ∈ Am and y ∈ Am′ (for m 6= m
′), then |x− y|> σ . Set
L :=min{k ∈ N : rk < σ},
and J :=max(L, i1, . . . , iM). We first observe that if n> J, then
(16) Rn =
M
∑
m=1
Rn−im .
The proof of this relation is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1 and is based on the following: assume for
every m = 1, . . . ,M we have a configuration ω˜Rn−im = {x˜1, . . . , x˜Rn−im} ⊂ A that satisfies mini6= j |x˜i− x˜ j| >
rn−im . Then the configuration ωRn−im := ψm(ω˜Rn−im ) = {x1, . . . ,xRn−im} satisfies mini6= j |xi− x j| > r
n. We
leave the details as an exercise for the reader.
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Without loss of generality, assume i1 =maxm im, and define
C := max
06n6i1
r−J−nδ (A,RJ+n+ 1).
Recall that RJ+n = N(rJ+n), and by definition of N(t) we have δ (A,RJ+n+1)< rJ+n. Since the maximum
is taken over a finite set, we obtainC < 1. It remains to prove that for every n> J we have
δ (A,Rn+ 1)6Cr
n.
We proceed by induction. By definition of C, the desired estimate holds for n = J, . . . ,J+ i1. Assume this
estimate holds for every n= J, . . . ,n0−1; the induction step requires to prove it for n= n0. To do this, take
a configuration ωRn0+1 that is optimal for δ (A,Rn0 + 1). Since n0 > J, we can apply (16):
(17) Rn0 + 1=
M
∑
m=1
Rn0−im + 1,
Recall that Am = ψm(A). Assume for every m= 1, . . . ,M we have
#(ωRn0+1∩Am)6 Rn0−im .
Then
Rn0 + 1=
M
∑
m=1
#(ωRn0+1∩Am)6
M
∑
m=1
Rn0−im ,
which contradicts (17). Thus, for some m we have #(ωRn0+1 ∩ Am) > Rn0−im , and since both sides are
integers, we obtain
#(ωRn0+1∩Am)> Rn0−im + 1.
Since the function δ (A, ·) is decreasing, we get
(18) δ (A,Rn0 + 1) = min
i 6= j
xi ,x j∈ωRn0+1
|xi− x j|6 min
i 6= j
xi,x j∈ωRn0+1
∩Am
|xi− x j|6 δ (Am,#(ωRn0+1∩Am))
6 δ (Am,Rn0−im + 1) = r
imδ (A,Rn0−im + 1).
To finish the proof, note that J 6 n0− im 6 n0− 1, and by the induction step
δ (A,Rn0 + 1)6 r
imδ (A,Rn0−im + 1)6Cr
imrn0−im =Crn0 .

7. AN EXAMPLE
In this section we carry out the details for Example 4.3. Recall that the set A is defined by similitudes
ψ1(x) = x/4, ψ2(x) = x/2+ 1/2
acting on [0,1]. It is clear that δ (A,2) = 1. We notice that δ (A,3) = 1/2 with the optimal configuration
ω3 = {0,1/2,1}. Our goal is to prove that
δ (A,N) = 23−n, N ∈ (Fn−1,Fn].
We remark that, in terms of the distribution function (15), we need
N(23−n) = Fn.
We proceed by induction: assume for every k = 3, . . . ,n we know that
δ (A,Fk) = 2
3−k.
We need to prove the equality for k = n+ 1. For every k, let ωFk be an optimal configuration for δ (A,Fk),
where Fk is the k’th Fibonacci number. Define
ω˜Fn+1 := ψ1(ωFn−1)∪ψ2(ωFn).
Then
δ (A,Fn+1)> min
x6=y
x,y∈ω˜Fn+1
|x− y|=min
(
δ (A,Fn−1)
4
,
δ (A,Fn)
2
)
= 22−n.
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Conversely, we have either #(ωFn+1 ∩ψ1(A))> Fn−1 or #(ωFn+1 ∩ψ2(A))> Fn, which implies
δ (A,Fn+1)6 2
2−n.
Finally, take anyN ∈ (Fn,Fn+1] and a configurationωN optimal for δ (A,N). We proceed by induction again:
that is, assume for every k = 3, . . . ,N we know that, if k ∈ (Fn,Fn+1], then
δ (A,k) = 22−n.
We need to prove the equality for k = N+ 1. If N+ 1 ∈ (Fn,Fn+1], then
δ (A,N)> δ (A,Fn+1) = 2
2−n.
On the other hand, take ωN+1 to be a configuration optimal for δ (A,N+ 1). For j = 1,2 denote
N j := #(ωN ∩ψ j(A)).
We notice that N j > 1, and so N j < N for j = 1,2. Since N1+N2 > Fn, either N1 > Fn−2 or N2 > Fn−1.
Assume first N1 > Fn−2. Then N1 ∈ (Fn−2,Fn−1] or N1 ∈ (Fn−1,Fn]. In both cases, using the induction
hypothesis, we get
δ (A,N+ 1)6 1/4 ·δ (A,N1)6 1/4 ·2
4−n = 22−n.
The case N2 > Fn−1 can be treated similarly, and our proof is done.
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